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unwise cultivation the soil of hundreds of farms has been gullied so that
the fields are ruined. In some counties half of the cropland has been
washed away. Where the slopes are fairly gentle this difficulty can be
overcome by plowing so that all the furrows are horizontal and the rain-
water stands in them instead of running down them. This is called
contour plowing because the furrows run horizontally like the contour
lines on a map. In other places the gullies can be checked from spreading
further by building little dams at their heads. The planting of grass or
small grains such as wheat and oats instead of hoed crops such as corn
and potatoes often helps to stop erosion. The washing away of the soil
is doubly harmful, for the material carried from the fields is often spread
out on the valley floors where for a time it may ruin other fields. •**
(£) thin rocky soil. Although more soil is actually formed in
mountain regions than in plains, so much is carried away by erosion
that the remaining soil is thin and rocky. We have already seen that
in the upper Indus Valley among the Himalayas the fields are so rocky
that each year, after they have been plowed, women go about picking
up the stones and throwing them over their shoulders into baskets
strapped to their backs. They have done this for hundreds of years,
yet the stones seem to be as numerous as ever. Palestine has hundreds
of square miles of bare rock where the soil has been washed away from
slopes, and thousands where the soil has become too thin and rocky to
give good crops.
(c) lack of level spaces: terraces. Another great difficulty of the
mountain farmer is the scarcity of level places for fields. He uses the
valley bottoms, but to get more land he must construct terraces on the
hillside. In China and Japan this has been done on an enormous scale.
Whole mountain sides are often covered with terraces, where walls 5 or
10 feet high have been built up in order to form terraces 20 or 30 feet
wide. The labor of making such terraces and of keeping them in repair
is very great. Moreover, machinery cannot be used in such places. Both
these conditions help to keep the mountain people poor. *^*"
(4) Cattle Raising among the Mountains. Since ordinary farming
is so difficult, mountaineers try to make a living in other ways, for
instance, by keeping cattle and sheep. These animals can easily graze
on slopes too steep for cultivation. They can also be pastured on the
rich grass which covers the valley floors and the mountain sides above
the treeline. The cool weather causes them to give more and richer
milk than in the lowlands. In California in June along the roads lead-
ing into the high Sierras, one must often pick his way through herds of
hundreds of cows and calves or through flocks of stupid sheep that refuse

